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During production of this issue,
we marked the 50th anniversary of
a huge moment in US history: the
Apollo 11 moon landing. I wasn’t
around then, but the momentum it
created was part of my childhood.
My most vivid early memory of the US
space program is the first test flight of the
prototype Space Shuttle Enterprise in 1977.
I remember watching it on a television in the
laundry room of the apartment complex
where I lived with my mother. I was five.
From that day forward, I followed the
shuttle program with excitement and dreamed
of what life might be like when I was an adult,
when people would surely fly on these ships
just as easily as on airplanes, and some would
even live in space.
WANING INTEREST
But that isn’t what happened. At least,
things didn’t turn out as I expected. The
shuttle program gained momentum and was

a resounding success for the United States.
The first flight to enter orbit was that of
Columbia on April 12, 1981, and when
Atlantis completed its 12-day mission on
July 21, 2011, and the fleet was retired, 135
missions had been flown by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
As exciting as those early flights were,
trips to space became routine and the public
largely lost interest by the Nineties. While
important, the shuttle missions lacked the
glamor of the moon landing. For various
reasons, the triumph of the Apollo program
was never repeated. And as we entered the
fifth decade after that feat, the United States
found itself with no way of its own to get
people into space.
BUSINESS BOON
That really matters because our future is
in space. Not just for those who care about
science, but for those building businesses.
In 2018, a record $415 billion was spent
by governments and companies on services
related to space, many involving satellites
for entertainment broadcasting and weather
forecasting. Such spending is expected to
increase by $181 billion by 2040.
But that’s just the tip of the iceberg.
There are enormous natural resources to
be mined from asteroids, and this could
become a multi-trillion-dollar business.
The microsatellite industry is expected to

EDITOR’S DESK

BUSINESS
SPACE
be worth more than $7 billion by 2022.
And then there is leisure.
MOONSTRUCK
Space tourism may still seem like science
fiction, but will be a reality before we know
it. Efforts that began in 2004 have been slow
going, but technology is catching up.
Elon Musk’s SpaceX plans to carry civilians
to the moon as soon as 2023, and one of the
first passengers will be Japanese entrepreneur
and art collector Yusaku Maezawa. The
billionaire has conceived and is funding a
space tourism mission called #dearMoon,
which will carry him along with several other
artists on a six-day tour around the moon.
While #dearMoon might sound like a
vanity project, it’s one way the private sector
is driving technology, and developing tools
and capabilities, that can be put to use by a
wide range of industries.
Although the dreams of my childhood
may have been delayed, it looks like they
are going to come true after all. I just need
to be patient for a bit longer. While I wait,
join me for a look back at the what started
it all—the Mercury and Apollo programs—
beginning on page 18. n
A flagship publication of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ),
The ACCJ Journal is a business magazine
with a 56-year history.

A Passion for
Our Members

PRESIDENT

By Peter M. Jennings

Producing the value you expect

ACCJ President

I

embarked on the role of president at a pivotal time for the
American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ). The
chamber had just begun a three-year plan to modernize
and implement the initiatives that arose from years of member
input and, most recently, the Membership Value Project (MVP).
As a result, delivering member value has been a key strategic
focus of my presidency. I am determined to ensure that the efforts
underway will produce the value our members expect.
MEMBER CENTRICITY
Our 3,500-strong membership is the lifeblood of everything
we do at the chamber. This is why collaboration among our
members, committee leaders, officers, and governors is critical to
fostering an active community of globally minded professionals.
It is also a must if we are to help all members unlock the full
value of their ACCJ membership.
With the strong leadership and support of ACCJ Governor
Rebecca Green and a number of dedicated members, we
established the Membership Advisory Council (MAC) earlier
this year to help ACCJ leaders better attract and engage
members. The council provides critical feedback on the
membership experience and supports a strategic approach
to the recruitment and retention of professionals across all
membership categories.
To inform this new approach, the council has sought
feedback through discussion groups with new members, as
well as leaders of the Membership Relations Committee and
Japanese Membership Relations Subcommittee. The goal of
these sessions, which will continue, is to better understand
how to engage our newest members. In the second half of
the year, MAC will shift focus to attracting new members and
strengthening the membership base.
In addition, the chamber continues to be committed to
making positive changes that empower our members to make
even more connections, and to access available resources
to successfully grow their businesses and achieve their
professional objectives.
DELIVERING VALUE
Looking back at the first half of 2019, I am proud to
report on several key investments made to deliver tangible
member value:

Additional benefits for commercial memberships
Two new membership packages provide financial options
■■ Dedicated External Affairs resources to support committees
■■ Added engagement and promotion for new member companies
■■
■■

Commercial membership benefits now include an add
itional member at no cost for Company Memberships, and
no entrance fees for Corporate Sustaining Memberships.

I am determined to ensure that the efforts
underway will produce the value our
members expect.

The new Small Company package makes membership more
cost-effective for companies with few employees, while the
President’s Circle package offers an all-inclusive option for
multinational and large companies that are seeking priority
access, top-level sponsorship, and corporate exposure.
External Affairs resources have been allocated to support
committees interested in advocacy, and this has enabled the
chamber to increase visibility.
The ACCJ has improved the onboarding of new members
through a revised welcome process and multiple promo
tional opportunities for new member companies.
LOOK AHEAD
As we move into the second half of the year, the ACCJ continues
to strengthen member connections and modernize how we
communicate. We are doing this through the development of
two digital tools:
■■
■■

Digital collaboration platform
Business & Services Directory

Three ACCJ committees will soon begin piloting a digital
collaboration platform to support committee communication
and knowledge-sharing, while the directory will serve as a
public online resource to provide commercial members with a
mechanism to generate business and promote their companies
and services.
We are committed to encouraging a thoughtful exchange of
ideas on key ACCJ issues among members. Through regular
dialogue with the Leadership Forum on the proceedings of
the Board of Governors, and via communication of those
discussions with members at committee meetings, we
seek to promote greater transparency about governance of
the chamber.
I am energized by our efforts to date and am excited for
the new developments already underway for the remainder
of 2019. I thank our leaders and members for helping make
these new initiatives a reality, and I look forward to sharing
more of our progress in the coming months.
I always appreciate your feedback and comments. You can
reach me at pmjennings@accj.or.jp n
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US PRESIDENT
DONALD TRUMP
IN JAPAN
Highlights from two landmark visits
in May and June 2019
Photos courtesy of
Embassy of the United States, Tokyo
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ACCJ
EVENTS

1 American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
President Peter M. Jennings thanks outgoing US
Ambassador to Japan William F. Hagerty IV for his
service at the Embassy of the United States, Tokyo’s
Independence Day Reception at the Ambassador’s
Residence on July 18.

2 Members of the ACCJ Board of Governors welcomed
US Assistant Secretary of State David R. Stilwell
(sixth left) for a luncheon at Tokyo American Club
on July 12.

3 Leaders from the hospitality industry and those
interested in pursuing a career in the field took
part in a Hospitality Roundtable, hosted by the
ACCJ-Kansai External Affairs Committee on the
Umeda Campus of Doshisha University on May 23.

1

4 Eli Lilly Japan President Patrik Jonsson (left) gave
a workshop-style presentation entitled Level 5
Leadership at the Lilly Plaza One Building in Kobe
on July 3.

5 Marie Kissel (far right), ACCJ vice president and
immediate past chair of the Asia–Pacific Council of
American Chambers of Commerce (APCAC), took
part in the 2019 APCAC Doorknock in Washington,
DC, on July 15 with Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
(fourth left), Under Secretary of State Keith Krach
(fifth left), and Richard Weisman, chairman of
APCAC (third left). PHOTO: ERDENEBAYAR BAYAN, NZR STUDIO

2

6 James Williams (second left), vice president of
Olympics Assets and Experiential Marketing for
the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games at The Coca-Cola
Company, presented The Marketing Magic of the
Olympic Torch Relay: How Coca-Cola Will Bring
the Stories of the Olympics Alive in 2020, at Tokyo
American Club on July 3.

3

4

UPCOMING EVENTS
Please visit www.accj.or.jp for a complete
list of upcoming ACCJ events or check our
weekly e-newsletter, The ACCJ Insider.
• AUGUST 6

ACCJ Chubu x WeWork Summer Mixer
(Chubu Event)
• AUGUST 7

Discussion with U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commissioner Hester Peirce
• AUGUST 28

5

Tohoku, Sports, and Radiation: Is the Region
Ready for Rugby and Olympics Events?
• AUGUST 29

Premium Buffet & Craft Beer Tasting
(Chubu Event)

facebook.com/The.ACCJ
twitter.com/AmChamJapan
youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan
linkedin.com/company/
american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan
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GET FIT THIS SUMMER

PERSONAL TRAINING AND GROUP FITNESS CLASSES
• 100% tailored to your goals
and lifestyle
• Highly qualified trainers
with decades of experience
• Group classes include Fit 360,
Core & Cardio, Boxing, Kickboxing,
Barre, and Kids’ Classes

Special: 1st personal
training session only

¥

5,400!

Club 360 Kids’
Summer Fitness Camp

will take place in August. Enquire now.

✓ No membership or joining fees
✓ Just a three-minute walk from Roppongi Hills
✓ Large modern facility with spacious studio & five-star resistance zone
Address: B1 CMA3 Bldg. 3-1-35 Moto-Azabu, Minato-ku • Nearest station: Roppongi
Open seven days a week: Mon–Fri 6:30am–9:00pm; Sat–Sun 7:00am–6:00pm • Tel: 03-6434-9667

www.club360.jp
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Helping Hospitality
New Model for US–Japan Internships
By Steve Iwamura

O

n May 23, the External Affairs Committee (EAC) of
the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
Kansai chapter held a Hospitality Roundtable at Doshisha
University’s Umeda Campus. The meeting was organized in
collaboration with Dr. Philip Sugai, professor of marketing at
Doshisha University’s Graduate School of Business.
For the past four years, the EAC has met regularly with a
group of 10 foreign hotel general managers (GMs) to discuss
issues such as:
■
■
■
■

Where does the accommodation tax go?
What happened at Kansai Airport during Typhoon Jebi?
What happens when Japan’s first integrated resort opens?
How can we improve hospitality education in Japan?

The EAC responded to the last item by driving the creation
of a prototype hospitality program in collaboration with the
leadership of Kansai Gaidai University. Through the program:
■
■
■

GMs visited classrooms to talk to students
Students visited hotels for onsite learning
The university started to think about how to improve their
career center internship process

This prototype turned into an actual program at Kansai Gaidai
starting this year, and it has gained attention at a global level.
GAINING EXPERIENCE
Through this process, the EAC re-learned just how deep the
problem of English language education still is in Japan. The EAC
believes this cannot be fixed by relying only on the classroom.
The way to effective language and learning, it says, is through
overseas student internships.
We learned that the Rosen College of Hospitality Management
at the University of Central Florida (UCF) has, for the past few
years, been sending their hospitality students to work at hotels
in Japan on a paid basis for two to six months. Meanwhile, in

Christopher R. Clark

Dr. Tadayuki Hara

Japan, interns do internships for less than a month, are not
paid, and—as the EAC discovered—the experience often
results in decreased motivation.
UCF’s Dr. Tadayuki Hara explained the importance of
preparing interns to make and read budgets, as well as learn
various practical technical business skills as part of their
hospitality education. Mere omotenashi, the deep level of
hospitality as taught in Japan, is not enough.
Ritz-Carlton, Osaka GM Christopher Clark quickly res
ponded, saying that, while technical hospitality skills are very
important, it would be for naught if the owner of such skills
did not have omotenashi in his or her heart.
Interesting! The EAC believes that, no doubt, it is the
combination of both technical skills and omotenashi that
is most effective. This is the future direction of hospitality
education in Japan.
NEW PERSPECTIVE
Jessica Wickey, instructor and director of the internship program
at UCF, explained how she prepares and counsels students for
internships in Japan. Many will be living outside the United States
for the first time in their lives. Despite some homesickness,
UCF interns come back from Japan as different people, with a
new viewpoint and mindset that serves them well for the rest of
their careers.
Mayuko Okoshi, director of human resources at The RitzCarlton, Kyoto, explained that UCF interns are valuable. Despite
the language barrier, they are great assets for our hotel, elevating
the guest experience and creating positive interactions with
local employees through the Marriott culture.
The EAC concluded that greater collaboration is needed
between Japanese and US colleges to exchange hospitality interns
as a way to motivate, inspire, and train students to become global
hospitality human resources. We are currently discussing with
US consular officers Jay Biggs and Lee Brayman how to connect
industry, students, and schools through the overseas internship
experience, and expect to have some results to report next year. n

Mayuko Okoshi

Jessica Wickey

Steve Iwamura

Greater collaboration is needed between Japanese and US colleges to exchange hospitality interns.
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Next-Gen
Young Professionals Forum offers insightful events
By Megan Casson

T

he American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
seeks to foster the professional and personal growth of its
members. And while the more than 500 events hosted by
the chamber each year are open to all ages, special attention
is being given to working professionals under the age of 35
through the Young Professionals Forum (YPF).
With a focus on interactivity, the YPF provides opportu
nities to actively engage in each of the three chamber pillars:
networking, information sharing, and advocacy. By partici
pating in these peer-led programs, as well as mentorship and
training sessions, younger members can improve their skills
while meeting new people and expanding their networks.
Two new projects—Next Generation Leaders and Mastermind—
are expanding the YPF’s offerings with a variety of speakers,
topics, and events. Co-Chairs John W. Carlson III and Anna
Maruyama spoke to The ACCJ Journal about the YPF’s goals
and recent activities.
TOMORROW’S LEADERS
Partnering with other ACCJ committees, the YPF launched
in June the Next Generation Leaders series, which brings
together distinguished young leaders in an interactive dialogue
with members. “Guests are invited to share their personal and
professional experiences, exploring their views on leadership
and the challenges facing the world today,” Carlson explained.

The first Next Generation Leaders event took place on June 19
at Tokyo American Club and featured Dr. Ichiro Amimori,
chief executive officer of Xenoma, a tech startup that is designing
smart apparel.
The YPF partnered with the Healthcare Committee, which
Carlson also chairs, to invite Amimori to share his thoughts
on leadership, entrepreneurship, and the future of health
tech in Japan.
Amimori is a strong advocate for the development of a startup
ecosystem that is being called Japan Entrepreneurship 2.0 and has
devoted himself to improving societal values through cuttingedge technologies. Younger ACCJ members were invited to listen
to him speak and learn valuable lessons.
“Our inaugural event had a little over 25 attendees, with
young professionals joining us from a diverse set of industries,
as well as the US Embassy,” Carlson said, explaining that the
conversation extended beyond healthcare. “While Amimori
works in a highly technical field, attendees appreciated that he
not only introduced the technology he is working on but, more
importantly, shared advice on entrepreneurship and leadership
in Japan—advice that many attendees could actually apply to
their own career development.”
Amimori takes pride in being a researcher of science, techno
logy, and society (STS), with a focus on innovative technologies
that enhance the relationship between man and machine.

By participating in these peer-led programs . . . younger members can
improve their skills while meeting new people and expanding their networks.
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Exploring how society, politics, and culture can affect scientific
research and the development of technology—and how these,
in turn, affect society, politics, and culture—is relevant for young
professionals, especially in the age of disruptive technology.
By providing younger members with insightful and relevant
content—delivered by experienced professionals—the YPF not
only encourages participation but also inspires new perspectives
and insights.
“We are currently planning some additional events for the fall
that will focus on topics such as cybersecurity and diplomacy,”
said Carlson.
MASTERMINDS
The other YPF initiative is the Mastermind group, which, as
Maruyama explained, “offers a combination of brainstorming,
education, peer accountability, and support in a group setting
through which we strive to sharpen members’ business and
personal skills.”
Each Mastermind session focuses on a specific theme, and
expert guests share in the group’s discussion of goals, growth,
and success.
“The topics simply come from discussions with our members
about what they are interested in, what they want to discuss,
NETWORKING
and what they want to learn more about,” she added. “We will
The YPF also plans many opportunities to meet others, such
continually seek their feedback to choose themes.”
as the July 31 Joint-Chamber Networking Event for Young
The first Mastermind gathering was held on July 24 at the
Professionals, hosted by the ACCJ and 16 other foreign chambers
offices of State Street Trust and Banking Co., Ltd. in Toranomon
of commerce in Japan.
Hills Mori Tower with the support of the ACCJ Investment
An evening of socializing, food, and free-flowing drinks,
Management Committee.
the event helps broaden professional networks through nomu
David W. Nichols, who chairs the committee, led a dialogue
nication (communicating while drinking)—a popular practice
on the basics of investing for young professionals. He is also
in Japan—and is considered a more relaxed way to meet likedeputy president, representative director, and chief administrative
minded professionals.
officer of State Street Trust and Banking. Stocks, bonds, personal
People under the age of 35 are in one of the most important
investment portfolios, and risk profiles were all discussed during
stages of their lives, and feeling encouraged and informed is an
the interactive session, giving attendees an understanding of
important part of progressing through their careers. The YPF is
basic investing.
placing significance on these professionals and catering to their
More Mastermind sessions are being planned. “Later this fall,
needs while helping them broaden their connections and form
we are planning to invite an executive trainer who focuses on
worthwhile friendships.
The
ACCJ
ACCJ
is embarking
is“We
embarking
on toaon
new
a new
organizational communication,” MaruyamaThe
said. “Young
are very open
the
ideas
of young professionals at the
professionals will learn how to communicate effectively up,
chamber, as well as other chamber leaders. If you have an idea to
initiative
initiative
to support
to support
youryour
development,
development,
down, and across their organization, to shape their message and
collaborate with YPF—or if you are interested in putting together
professionally
and
personally.
personally.
blend emotion with logic to be more effective,both
and toboth
grow
theprofessionally
an event as
part and
of
one of
these programs—do not hesitate to
communication skills needed to rectify misunderstandings.”
reach out to us,” Carlson concluded. n
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“W

e set sail on this new sea because there is new knowledge
to be gained, and new rights to be won, and they must
be won and used for the progress of all people. We
choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things,
not because they are easy, but because they are hard. Because that
goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies
and skills. Because that challenge is one that we are willing to
accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one we intend
to win.”
With those words, President John F. Kennedy gave the United
States a mission that would change the course of history, one that
is still seen today as a shining example of what can be achieved
when we come together and direct our energy into a task that
advances the human race.
Apollo 11, the first mission to touch down on the lunar surface,
was launched on July 16, 1969, and the Eagle lander made its
descent to the Sea of Tranquility the following day. The American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) commemorated the
event on July 17 at Bauhaus Roppongi with an event entitled Out
of This World Networking: Celebrating the 1969 Moon Landing
with The Moonshots.
Hosted by the ACCJ Information, Communications &
Technology (ICT) and Alternative Investment (AI) Committees,
the evening was an energetic, heartfelt, and inspiring look back—
and forward—at the US space program.
ICT Co-Chair Darren McKellin gave opening remarks before
handing the microphone to ACCJ President Peter M. Jennings,
who recounted his memories of watching the space program
evolve. AI Committee Chair Frank Packard added remarks and
introduced Garvey McIntosh, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Attaché at the Embassy of the
United States, Tokyo.

ACCJ EVENT

Out of
This World
Networking
Celebrating the 1969 moon landing
at Bauhaus with The Moonshots
Text and photos by C Bryan Jones

SPUTNIK SPARK
In his presentation, McIntosh took the crowd back to 1957, the
year that the Soviet Union launched the world’s first artificial
satellite, Sputnik. The achievement, which raised concerns about
national security, jumpstarted US interest in space. One year
later, on July 29, 1958, President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed
the National Aeronautics and Space Act, the legislation that
created NASA. McIntosh said the agency considers its birthday
to be October 1, the day it opened for business.
The first decade of NASA’s existence was consumed by
three programs:

Mercury, the first series of manned spaceflights (1961–63)
Gemini, to develop extended mission techniques (1961–65)
■	 Apollo, which planted the US flag on the moon (1961–72)
■
■

IMAGE: NASA
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“Does anyone know how many missions actually landed on the
moon between 1969 and 1972?” McIntosh asked. A voice from
the darkness of the Bauhaus club shouted the correct number:
six. Apollo 13 was famously plagued with problems and a twist of
ingenuity was needed to bring the crew safely back to Earth. So,
while seven flew during those years, one did not make landfall.
“A lot of people don’t know that we had six missions after the
moon landing in 1969 that also landed on the moon,” McIntosh
said. “The program ended with Apollo 17 in December 1972.
That was the last mission to go to the moon. And those missions,
those three men, changed life as we know it.”

LIVING HISTORY
As he led guests from those heady years of the space race to
today, McIntosh showed a group photo of eight surviving
Apollo astronauts:

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Buzz Aldrin (Apollo 11, aged 89)
Michael Collins (Apollo 11, aged 88)
Walter Cunningham (Apollo 7, aged 87)
Charlie Duke (Apollo 16, aged 83)
Fred Haise (Apollo 13, aged 85)
Harrison Schmitt (Apollo 17, aged 87)
Rusty Schweickart (Apollo 9, aged 83)
Al Warden (Apollo 15, aged 87)

“After the Apollo missions, we go on to an era that was not
so competitive, but more collaborative,” he continued. “As
you know, we now have the international space station, which
orbits the Earth every 90 minutes. The space shuttle, which
was retired in 2011, did 135 missions to the International
Space Station, and each part of the station was taken up in the
shuttle’s cargo bay.” This includes the Japanese Experiment
Module, Kibo, which was flown up in parts and assembled
during 2008 and 2009.

PHOTO: THE EXPLORERS CLUB / FELIX KUNZE

■

Eight veterans of the Apollo program gathered at the
115th Explorers Club Annual Dinner in New York City in March.

DIVERSITY AND COLLABORATION
While Apollo may have been very much a US endeavor, today’s
missions to the International Space Station (ISS) and beyond are
partnerships. The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)
is an important part of current US space activity and future
plans. Showing a slide with photos of 11 Japanese astronauts,
McIntosh said that medical doctor Norishige Kanai is the most
recent JAXA astronaut to fly to the ISS, in 2017. “Later this year,
Souchi Noguchi will go back to the ISS, and next year, during
the Olympics, we’ll have another Japanese astronaut up on the
ISS. His name is Akihiko Hoshide.”
Andrew Silberman
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From left: ACCJ Alternative Investment Committee Chair Frank Packard, NASA Attaché Garvey McIntosh, and ACCJ President Peter M. Jennings

Another noticeable difference between Apollo and today’s
programs is the number of women involved. “As you can
see, there were no females that actually went up to the lunar
surface,” McIntosh said moving to the next slide. “In the current
mission, we have two females who are currently up on the
International Space Station.” Those women are Anne McClain
and Christina Koch, both Americans.
“Japan has had 11 astronauts—and six of them are still active—
that have been to the International Space Station. Two of them are
women: Chiaki Mukai and Naoko Yamazaki,” he added.

FLY ME TO THE MOON
With the presentation complete, guests had the rest of the
evening to enjoy food, drinks, and networking while listening to
the sounds of The Moonshots, the Tokyo band headed by ACCJ
Member Relations Committee Co-Chair Andrew Silberman,
who plays guitar and provides lead vocals. The band, which has
been rocking the city since 1999, played a full set that included
R.E.M.’s “Man on the Moon” and Bart Howard’s 1954 song “Fly
Me to the Moon,” which became associated with the Apollo
missions when Frank Sinatra recorded the version in 1964 that
made it a classic. n

NEXT STEPS
Half a century after the first human set foot on the moon—
and 45 years since the last—there are new calls to return to
the lunar surface and continue to Mars. Kennedy’s speech set
the government in motion. However, the drivers will be more
diverse this time.
“One of the things that we’ve really seen a change in recently
is the number of commercial players being involved in space.
Soon we will have Boeing and SpaceX taking our crews up
to the International Space Station,” McIntosh said. “So, we’ve
transformed from primarily just government in the Apollo
era to working collaboratively with international partners.
And now, the next stage is working both with commercial and
international partners.”
Sharing images of the new Orion spacecraft, comprising
a US capsule built by Lockheed Martin Corporation and a
service module from the European Space Agency, McIntosh
teased the next steps for the Apollo legacy. “The plan right
now is for NASA to go back to the lunar surface and stay for
long periods of time with our international partners, and we
want to do that as a precursor to eventually going on to the
Mars surface.”

Another noticeable difference between Apollo and today’s
programs is the number of women involved.
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MERCURY 13
The women who ushered in US spaceflight
By C Bryan Jones

Beep beep. Beep beep. That was the sound that sent
chills through Americans on October 4, 1957. It came
from space, emitted by a 184-pound (83.6-kilogram)
capsule that had been launched into Earth orbit by
the Soviet Union. The capsule was Sputnik, the world’s
first artificial satellite, and the event is commonly held
to be the start of the Space Race. It created a sense of
urgency that would see the United States put a man
on the moon in 1969, when Apollo 11’s Eagle lunar

22

rocket—186 kilometers (116 miles) into space. The flight lasted
15 minutes but, unlike Gagarin’s, did not complete an orbit.
THE MERCURY SEVEN
Shepard was part of the first astronaut class, introduced by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
on April 9, 1959. The group, which came to be known as the
Mercury Seven, also included:
■
■
■
■

Scott Carpenter
Gordon Cooper
John Glenn
Virgil Grissom
Walter Schirra, Jr.
Donald Kent Slayton

module touched down on the Sea of Tranquility.

■

But the path to the moon began a decade earlier, with the
Mercury program.
Less than four years after Sputnik, the Soviets placed a man
in space. Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin completed an orbit of the
Earth aboard Vostok 1 on April 12, 1961. Three weeks later,
the Americans did the same. On May 5, Alan Shepard rode
the Freedom 7 Mercury capsule—perched atop a Redstone

But while these men gained notoriety as the first Americans
to go into space (all but Slayton made flights aboard Mercury
capsules between 1961 and 1963), there is another group that
played a key role in the development of the United States’
crewed spaceflight capabilities. And among them were
exactly zero men.
But that is only part of the story.
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SPACE

THE MERCURY 13
Many know that Sally Ride was the first American woman to
fly in space. As a crew member on mission STS-7, aboard the
Space Shuttle Challenger, Ride took the final steps in a journey
that an incredible group of inspiring women started in 1960.
When NASA was formed in 1958 and the United States
started its spaceflight program, a former flight surgeon named
William Lovelace was asked to help draw up the profile of the
ideal astronaut. As Chairman of NASA’s Life Sciences Committee,
it was his battery of tests, developed together with US Air Force
Brigadier General Donald Flickinger, that whittled down the
pool of candidates from 32 to seven. But while the criteria set
by the agency meant that only men were being considered,
Lovelace believed that women were just as well suited as men
for spaceflight. So, in 1960, he invited Geraldyn “Jerrie” Cobb,
a renowned 29-year-old pilot, to take part in the same tests.
Cobb, who learned to fly at age 12, became a professional pilot
at 18 and set world records for speed, distance, and absolute
altitude in her twenties. She was the first member of the group
she would dub the First Lady Astronaut Trainees (FLATs).
The name wouldn’t stick, and the group would essentially
go nameless until years later, when writers, filmmakers, and
others began referred to them as the Mercury 13.
All these women were skilled pilots with commercial ratings,
but lacked one required qualification: none were graduates of
a military test pilot school. It was a credential they could not
possibly have since women were barred from such training at
the time. The Army did not allow women to train as test pilots
until 1974, the Navy 1983, and the Air Force 1988.
Nevertheless, Lovelace moved forward with his Woman in
Space Program (WISP), which was privately funded and not
officially part of NASA. With Cobb’s help, Lovelace selected
19 more women for WISP from a pool of more than 700
candidates. They would become a sort of control group for the
Mercury Seven, allowing Lovelace to determine where men
and women might react differently to space.

The Mercury Seven

TESTS
The battery of exams Lovelace put together were intense and
were designed not only to gauge how the subjects would react
to space travel but also to drum out those not strong enough
to endure the pressure. He called them “one of the toughest
medical examinations in history,” and at the press conference
introducing the Mercury Astronaut Team on April 9, 1959,
said: “I just hope they never give me a physical examination.
It’s been a rough, long period they have been through.”
The men went through the process together, often competing
with one another, but the women were tested alone or in pairs.
Of the women, Cobb was the first and was followed by those
she helped select. While the men underwent testing at Wright Air
Development Center in Dayton, OH, Lovelace administered tests
on the women at the Lovelace Foundation in Albuquerque, NM.
When all was said and done, 13 passed the same regimen
and the Mercury Seven. Joining Cobb were:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Wally Funk
Irene Leverton
Myrtle “K” Cagle
Jane B. Hart
Gene Nora Stumbough [Jessen]
Jerri Sloan [Truhill]
Rhea Hurrle [Woltman]
Sarah Gorelick [Ratley]
Bernice “B” Trimble Steadman
Jan Dietrich
Marion Dietrich
Jean Hixson

In an article entitled “Duckings, Probings, Checks That
Proved Fliers’ Fitness” in the April 20, 1959, issue of LIFE
magazine, he described the procedures.
Jerrie Cobb
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DIFFERENT ERA
When the results were in, Lovelace was proven right. Gender was
not a differentiating factor. Cobb, who passed away on March 18
of this year, scored in the top two percent of all astronaut
candidates at the time—including the Mercury Seven. Imagine
the path these women might have gone down if entering the
program today.
It took until 1978 for NASA to accept the first woman into
the astronaut program, but the hard work and dedication of the
Mercury 13 paved the way for women such as Ride and Eileen
Collins, who, in February 1995, became the first of three women
to pilot the space shuttle when she guided Discovery to the Mir
space station, the first mission of the US–Russian Shuttle-Mir
Program. She also flew Atlantis to Mir in May 1997.
The other two women to pilot the space shuttle are Susan Still
(Columbia in April and July 1997) and Pamela Ann Melroy
(Discovery in October 2000 and Atlantis in October 2002). In all,
there were 32 space shuttle missions with two or more women
on the crew.
The success of these women has inspired generations of
girls to pursue careers in the fields of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM).
This is reflected in the NASA STEM Engagement program,
which creates ways for students to contribute to exploration
and discovery. The program aims to:
■
■
■
■
■

Increase K–12 involvement in NASA projects
Enhance higher education
Support underrepresented communities
Strengthen online education
Boost NASA’s contribution to informal education

With NASA returning to the moon by 2024 and then moving
on to Mars, and with private space companies such as Blue
Origin LLC and Space Exploration Technologies Corp.—better
known as SpaceX—preparing to carry us into a future beyond
Earth, STEM education is a must. Producing a generation that
is prepared to code, calculate, design, and discover is critical to
future innovation and our expansion into space, and—like the
Mercury and Apollo missions—it won’t be possible without the
contributions of women. n

SPACE

One involved total immersion in a tank of warm water while
seated in a chair attached to the beam of sensitive scale suspended
from the ceiling. The purpose was to measure the total amount of
body fat by weighing the body’s specific gravity.
To study how a person might react to the gravity-free state
of Earth orbit, the subject’s head was positioned so that the
lateral ear canal was vertical instead of horizontal, and water of a
carefully regulated temperature was injected into the ear so that
it flowed against the ear drum for 30 seconds. This invariably
resulted in nystagmus—a rapid, involuntary motion of the
eyeballs that is a symptom of dizziness.
And to test fatigue under inadequate blood supply, circulation
in the arm was cut off and the nerves repeatedly shocked.
This caused the subject’s fist to clench involuntarily, resulting
in strong pain.
There were more than 30 lab tests and 13 psychological tests.

Women In Space
In the early days of the Mercury program, there had been
rumors that the Soviets might send a woman into space
aboard Vostok 1, which would have made the first human to
leave Earth female. Ultimately, that didn’t happen until 1963,
when Valentina Tereshkova flew aboard Vostok 6 on June 16
and became the first woman in space. She completed 48
orbits in 71 hours and returned to Earth on June 19.
Since then, more than 60 women from 12 countries
have flown into space and two are current residents of the
International Space Station (ISS).

Women Firsts
Valentina Tereshkova (Soviet Union)
First and youngest woman in space
Only woman to make a solo spaceflight
(Vostok 6, 1963)
Svetlana Savitskaya (Soviet Union)
First woman to fly on a space station (Salyut T-5, 1982)
First woman to perform a spacewalk (Salyut T-12, 1984)
Sally Ride (United States)
First US woman in space
(STS-7, 1983; STS-41-G, 1984)
Kathryn D. Sullivan (United States)
First US woman to perform a space walk
(STS-41-G, 1984; STS-31, 1990; STS-45, 1992)
Anna Lee Fisher (United States)
First mother in space
(STS-51-A, 1984)
Shannon Lucid (United States)
First US woman to fly on a space station
(STS-51-G, 1985; STS-34, 1989; STS-43,
1991; STS-58, 1993; STS-76/79, 1996)
Helen Sharman (United Kingdom)
First UK citizen in space
(Soyuz TM-12/TM-11, 1991)
Roberta Bondar (Canada)
First Canadian woman in space
(STS-42, 1992)
Ellen Ochoa (United States)
First Hispanic woman in space
(STS-56, 1993; STS-66, 1994;
STS-96, 1999; STS-110, 2002)
Chiaki Mukai (Japan)
First Japanese woman in space
(STS-65, 1994; STS-95, 1998)
Eileen Collins (United States)
First female shuttle pilot and commander
(STS-63, 1995; STS-84, 1997;
STS-93, 1999; STS-114, 2005)
Peggy Whitson (United States)
First female commander of the ISS
(STS-111/113, 2002; Soyuz TMA-11,
2007; Soyuz MS-03, 2016)
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DIGITAL DEBATE
World leaders tackle the online economy
By Aaron Baggett
PHOTOS: EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES, TOKYO

During the lead-up to the 2019 G20 Summit, held in
Osaka on June 28 and 29, ministers, representatives,
and heads of the G20 member countries—along with
nine guest nations and eight organizations—met on
June 8 and 9 in Tsukuba, Ibaraki Prefecture, for the
Ministerial Meeting on Trade and Digital Economy.
The conference was one of eight ministerial meetings in Japan
alongside the G20 Summit. The first of these gatherings was
the Agriculture Ministers’ Meeting in Niigata City on May 11,
and the final one will be the Foreign Ministers’ Meeting on
November 22 in Nagoya, Aichi Prefecture.
GLOBAL CHALLENGE
The Tsukuba meeting—representing 80 percent of the world’s
gross domestic product (GDP)—was headed by three key
Japanese officials: Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry
Hiroshige Seko; Minister for Internal Affairs and Commu
nications Masatoshi Ishida; and Minister for Foreign Affairs
Taro Kono.
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Seko held bilateral meetings with representatives from 10
participating G20 members to discuss major issues such as:
■
■
■

Global digital commerce, including data flow
Reform of the World Trade Organization
Policies for privacy and artificial intelligence

Although the United States was not present in Tsukuba,
United States Trade Representative Robert E. Lighthizer spoke
with Seko by telephone during a break between sessions.
The theme of the conference, “human-centered future society,”
referred to technology that will benefit human advancement,
not obstruct or replace it. This technology was described at
the meeting as “methods that design and implement digital
policies to maximize benefits and minimize the challenges
from the development of the digital economy, and to overcome
challenges with special attention to developing countries and
underrepresented populations.”
DATA FLOW
One such challenge debated among the G20 members is the
free flow of data—personal and non-personal—that is moved
from one IT system to another, particularly across national

G20

borders. Disagreement about how to manage data remains a
stumbling block for growth of the digital economy. Countries
such as Russia and China have passed laws that require data
to be stored locally, while the United States, Japan, and the
European Union have been shaping a multilateral outline
for cross-border data flow that they hope will be copied by
other nations.
The flow of data is, in many cases, obstructed by the existence
of localization requirements. For example, if a company needed
to process data belonging to a Russian citizen, doing so without
using a server physically located in Russia would be illegal.
London-based global law firm Bird & Bird explains such
rules as laws requiring that data about a nation’s citizens be
collected, processed, and stored inside that country. A side effect
of this is an increase in costs for companies conducting business
abroad. Data localization requirements force businesses to either
use cheaper services or maintain data storage and processing
capabilities in multiple countries.
“Businesses large and small rely on cloud-based marketplaces,
payment systems, and software systems,” said Sassoon Grigorian,
director of government affairs & public policy, APAC & Japan, at
Salesforce.com, Inc. “All these systems rely heavily on the ability
for data to predictably move from country to country, where an
enterprise has either supply chain or customers. And when
national governments unreasonably and unnecessarily block this
flow, the economic harm is meaningful.”
DIFFERENT PATHS
There is also a cost imposed by the fact that many others,
such as Japan and the European Union, are restricting the
movement of personal data between countries unless the data
privacy regimes are found to be adequate, a contractual frame
work is in place to honor the rules, or, in the case of Japan,
consent is received.
“It is understandable that a country wants to protect the
personal data of its residents, but the rules between countries
are so varied that the cost to businesses to properly implement
them has drastically increased,” said Scott Warren, partner

at the law firm of Squire Patton Boggs in Tokyo and vice-chair
of the ACCJ Digital Economy Committee. “Even the concept
of what constitutes a data breach—and whether and when to
notify the public—varies significantly among the EU, the
United States, Japan, and China, for example. This makes it
difficult for companies to effectively handle such issues.”
In addition to Russia and China, India and Vietnam have
also placed extensive restrictions on the flow of data. Some
constraints have legitimate purposes—such as privacy,
national security, and fair commerce—but some experts have
argued that this “internet balkanization” or fragmentation of
the online world is intended to unfairly support commercial
interests and silence political dissent.
Whatever the reason, the rules have unintended conse
quences for the global GDP. A 2016 panel entitled “Is the
Internet Fragmenting?”, hosted by Microsoft Corporation
and the Washington DC chapter of the non-profit Internet
Society (ISOC-DC), found that data-flow restrictions could
lead to a decline in GDP growth of $250–450 billion.
LIFEBLOOD
The gathering and sharing of data are vital to modernization
and global economic growth. Those attending the Ministerial
Meeting on Trade and Digital Economy recognized the
advantages, saying, “Cross-border flow of data, information,
ideas, and knowledge generates higher productivity, greater
innovation, and improved sustainable development.”
Grigorian told The ACCJ Journal: “Cross-border data
flows help fuel a growing economy, and governments have a
role in helping to develop responsible in-principle policies that
enable them. The global services economy is growing and is
lifting up countries that foster trade in data flows.”
This has been confirmed through research. A 2018 study
from the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation,
a non-profit public policy think tank based in Washington, DC,
found that the digital economy accounts for 25 percent of the
world’s GDP. Entitled Digitalization and US Competitiveness
in the Global Economy, the report also found that half of all
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G20

G20 Host Cities

From left : US President Donald Trump, Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi

Japan has worked to pair ministerial meetings with locales
that best represent the goals of those discussions.
Each city representing the 2019 G20 Summit was chosen
to express distinctive aspects of Japan. The Ministerial
Meeting on Trade and Digital Economy was held on June
8 and 9 in Tsukuba, Japan’s leading city for research
and academia, home to about 9,400 researchers
and students from more than 130 countries.
The Tourism Ministers’ Meeting on October 25
and 26 will be held in the Hokkaido resort
town of Kutchan, a small ski retreat with
1
a population of 16,000 that is steadily
becoming increasingly more popular.

2
9

value created in the global economy over the next decade will
be generated digitally, and 75 percent of data flowing across the
internet comes from traditional industries.
In 2017, the Congressional Research Service found that US
exports of digitally enabled services were valued at $439 billion,
accounting for more than half of US services exports.
TRUSTED FLOW
Japan thinks it has a solution. Introduced by Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe at the January 2019 World Economic
Forum in Davos, the Data-Free Flow with Trust (DFFT)
concept is Japan’s proposal to facilitate the free flow of data
and encourage trust between nations through international
cooperation and legal frameworks.
At the forum, Abe shared his hope that the Osaka G20 would
be “long remembered as the summit that started worldwide data
governance.” And at the Ministerial Meeting on Trade and Digital
Economy, the DFFT was promoted as a key feature of Society 5.0,
Japan’s proposed framework for a super-smart society, the next
stage in human societal development after information, industry,
farming, and hunting. To achieve Society 5.0, governments will
need to support and fund infrastructure, fintech, robotics, and
artificial intelligence.
But not all representatives are on board with the DFFT, and
the objections bring things back around to data flow. Indian
Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal said that his
country does not support the initiative at this stage because
“countries must have the sovereign right to use their data for
the welfare and development of their people and advocacy of

8

7

6

5

4

3

1 	Kutchan, Hokkaido Prefecture
Tourism Ministers’ Meeting
October 25 and 26, 2019
2

Niigata, Niigata Prefecture
Agriculture Ministers’ Meeting
May 11 and 12, 2019

3

Tsukuba, Ibaraki Prefecture
Ministerial Meeting on Trade
and Digital Economy
June 8 and 9, 2019

4

Karuizawa, Nagano Prefecture
Ministerial Meeting on Energy Transitions
and Global Environment for Sustainable Growth
June 15 and 16, 2019

5

Nagoya, Aichi Prefecture
Foreign Ministers’ Meeting
November 22 and 23, 2019

6

Osaka, Osaka Prefecture
G20 Summit Meeting
June 28 and 29, 2019

7

Okayama, Okayama Prefecture
Health Ministers’ Meeting
October 19 and 20, 2019

8

Matsuyama, Ehime Prefecture
Labour and Employment Ministers’ Meeting
September 1 and 2, 2019

9

Fukuoka, Fukuoka Prefecture
Finance Ministers and
Central Bank Governors’ Meeting
June 8 and 9, 2019
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free trade.” But this, he added, should not necessarily justify
the free flow of data.
Egypt, Indonesia, and South Africa abstained from the 2019
G20’s data initiative, while India has since boycotted it entirely.
Acknowledging these objections and difficulties, Seko
remained hopeful that these nations will come around. Although
there are differences in elements of trust that each country
values, he concluded that they could at least recognize that trust
promotes free data flows, and that this can lead to the economic
development of the world as a whole.
SECURING DIGITAL
The Ministerial Meeting on Trade and Digital Economy’s
statement also acknowledged concerns linked to privacy,
data protection, intellectual property rights, and national
security. At the same time, it emphasized that cooperation
is crucial to stronger security.
Security breaches have already left a mark in 2019. In the
United States, the Florida town of Riviera Beach paid hackers
$460,000 in Bitcoin as ransom, after having lost access to their
entire city computer system. Lake City, also in Florida, did

the same, but handed over a whopping $897,650. While that
may seem like a lot, it’s nothing compared with the estimated
$18 million it has cost Baltimore, MD, to recover from a
ransomware attack earlier this year.
These incidents are minor compared with what could be done
by a nation state bent on taking down the economy of a foe. With
that in mind, US President Donald Trump issued an executive
order in May declaring telecommunications equipment produced
by China’s Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. a national security risk.
Back in Japan, hackers exploited a security flaw in the SevenEleven 7pay app just days after its launch by Seven & i Holdings
Co., Ltd. An estimated ¥55 million was stolen from more than
900 customers due to the app’s weak security features, which
made it easy for password reset links to be sent to email
addresses not belonging to the owner.
Such incidents harm consumer confidence in digital payments
at a time when the Japanese government—and others around
the world—are pushing for a cashless society. G20 members
insist on the urgency and value of an ongoing discussion on
security and education about the digital economy to strengthen
public confidence.
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G20

“We recognize the global aspect of security in the digital
economy together with the need to develop localized and
customized frameworks and methodologies,” the ministers said
in their concluding statement from Tsukuba. “Industry-led and
market-led global technical standards—developed based upon
principles of openness, transparency, and consensus—help
deliver interoperability. These promote trust, which is essential
for enabling the benefits of the global digital economy.”
WAY FORWARD
During the first day of the G20 Summit in Osaka, Abe issued
the Osaka Declaration on Digital Economy. Joining him were 27
world leaders and participating WTO members who had signed
on to the January Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce in
Davos. During the 10-minute briefing, he revealed the launch of
the Osaka Track, an initiative that supports rule-making for the
digital economy on a global level and echoes the statement made
by the Ministerial Meeting on Trade and Digital Economy.
The Osaka Track’s primary focus is data flow and electronic
commerce. Leaders hope it will provide a political impetus to
negotiations at the WTO to move forward swiftly and proficiently.
“All countries can prosper from the responsible, rules-based
management of data flows. As proposed in Osaka, the G20 should
continue to focus on this foundation of the global economy,
finding constructive ways for all countries to support and benefit
from the initiative. The future of digital trade may well depend on
it,” said Grigorian.
Abe pointed out in Osaka that promotion of rule-making on
data flow and electronic commerce, which are driving forces
toward progress in a digital era, is an urgent task. “It is necessary
to make international rules and disciplines to harness the full
potential of the fast-growing digital economy. We will speedily
promote international efforts for rule-making on data flow and
electronic commerce.” n

Four Keys to the DFFT
Organizations such as the ITIF and the Internet Society
have been calling on countries to embrace open but rulesbased systems that support the free flow of data. In the week
leading up to the Tsukuba conference, the ITIF released its
report outlining four key principles to realize Japan’s DFFT:

1

 ather than tell companies where they can store or
R
process data, countries should hold them accountable
for managing the data they collect, regardless of where
they store or process it.

2

 ountries should revise the inefficient processes
C
and outdated legal agreements that govern law
enforcement requests for access to data stored in
another country’s jurisdiction.

3

Countries should develop the legal and administrative
policies, with appropriate checks and balances, that allow
internet service providers to block data flows involving
illegal distribution and use of unlicensed content.

4

Countries should support, not undermine, the role of
encryption in securing data flows and digital technologies.
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CASE
The future of mobility?
By John Amari

In recent years, mobility has been transformed by
three innovations: automation, electrification, and
ride-sharing. A fourth—connectivity—will usher in a
future where cars communicate with each other and
the surrounding infrastructure.
Often summarized as connected, autonomous, shared,
and electric (CASE), these advances are set to bring about
a shift in the way we commute. And that’s not to mention
the myriad new business opportunities that will follow in
their wake.
To find out more, The ACCJ Journal spoke with leading
industry players, including corporations, startups, and
startup ecosystem builders.

HIROSHI ISHIKAWA

Director of the automotive industrial
strategy office at the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)
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For insight from government, we sat down with
Hiroshi Ishikawa, director of the automotive industrial
strategy office at the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI). Ishikawa’s office is part of the ministry’s
manufacturing industries bureau.
GOVERNMENT ONBOARD
Since the advent of CASE, around 2016, METI has held
high-level committee meetings to formulate new policies
for the automotive industry. The meetings gained pace in
2018, and have been attended by chief executive officers of
automotive companies, original equipment manufacturers,
and industry experts.
For Ishikawa, there is concern that Japan’s automotive
industry, which has led the world for decades, will undergo
a disruption similar to that which happened in the semi
conductor industry. In that case, Japan gave way to the
United States as the dominant player in the 1990s, followed
by new market entrants Taiwan, South Korea, and China.
To avoid a repeat, METI’s high-level committee has put
forward new initiatives to utilize CASE.
One aspect is to consider mobility as connected to the energy
infrastructure. This is the electrification component of CASE.
Ishikawa said that METI wants to promote the utilization of
electrified vehicles as solutions for back-up electric generators,
vehicle-to-home, and vehicle-to-grid solutions.

TECH

ROAD TO CHANGE
Ishikawa noted that, in the current Diet session, the government
CEO of Toyota Research Institute—
passed amendments to the Road Traffic Act.
Advanced Development (TRI-AD), Inc.
This will permit Level 3 automation under regular driving
conditions in Japan. This means that a human driver is still
necessary, but all safety-critical functions can be transferred
to the vehicle. The human driver can take control if necessary.
Such legislation is ahead of many countries, he added.
It is the ministry’s hope that an integrated ecosystem of
Japan faces a variety of social issues, from a declining
mobility and energy will be realized, taking advantage of the
population to labor shortages to aging. However, Ishikawa
power generation and storage capacity of electric vehicles.
believes that these challenges will lead to new innovations.
“We can deploy new technologies to solve these new kinds of
RURAL CASE
problems,” he said. “So, we hope American companies, working
Another component is focused on solving transit challenges
with Japanese companies, can participate in these solutions.”
in rural areas, where a decrease in demand and manpower
CASE activity exploded in 2016, with tech giants such as
has led to the closure of transportation services.
Apple Inc. and Google LLC as well as automobile titans such
In those places, new technologies such as on-demand shuttles
as Toyota Motor Corporation and Ford Motor Company
and self-driving vehicles are being tested. These experiments
leading the way, James Kuffner told The ACCJ Journal.
take advantage of technologies such as the Internet of Things
A pioneer in the mobility industry, Kuffner is CEO of Toyota
(IoT) and Big Data.
Research Institute—Advanced Development (TRI-AD), Inc.
And that’s not to mention that a plethora of new business
By 2017, he noted, there were more than 270 companies
opportunities will emerge from CASE-generated Big Data.
worldwide engaged with one or more aspects of CASE, from
Part of the METI committee’s task is to draft a framework to
safety and security to in-car intelligence assistance platforms
govern how such data is used.
to automation.
With regard to the automation
“The reality is that every automotive
More than 270 companies
component of CASE, the committee
company is a software company—
is drawing up a roadmap with a focus
worldwide [are] engaged with they just don’t admit or realize it yet,”
on mobility services, truck platooning,
Kuffner said.
one or more aspects of CASE.
and private cars.
The amount of software in a car is
growing at a rapid pace, he explained.
AUTOMATION AHEAD
This means a new approach to product development is needed,
METI has conducted pilot projects for automated cars since
one that is agile and maximizes efficiency.
2017, Ishikawa noted. Last year, truck platooning—the linking
To this end, TRI-AD was established in 2018 as a joint
of two or three trucks to form a convoy—demonstrations were
venture between Toyota, automotive components makers
conducted on expressways.
Denso Corporation and Aisin Seiki Co., Ltd.
Initially, the trucks had a driver inside to act as a monitor,
TRI-AD—and its sister organization, the Toyota Research
but trials of driverless trucks are moving forward.
Institute, which was established in 2016—is gathering leading
This year, the ministry is conducting longer duration trials of
researchers in artificial intelligence (AI), automated driving,
up to six months, with two locations chosen as demonstration
and robotics at its base in Tokyo’s Nihonbashi business district.
grounds. Fully autonomous vehicles will be tested, and, by 2020,
demonstrations for automated private cars will start.
As for the shared component, METI has this year launched
a shared mobility challenge intended to usher in
Sensors
diversity in transit services.
Diversity in mobility matters because
AI
transit challenges are not the same in rural
areas as in urban ones.
In collaboration with other ministries and
local governments, METI has identified 28
projects across Japan, with trials to begin on
automated cars, IoT infrastructure, and other
advanced technologies.
UX
It is their hope that these initiatives will not
only lead to the creation of best practices in
the industry, but also smooth deployment of
Maps
CASE in the future.
JAMES KUFFNER
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SILICON VALLEY, JAPAN
TRI-AD is creating cloud-based tools for testing and developing
software for automated vehicles, leveraging advances in ma
chine learning, mapping, and simulation tools. Developer,
deployment, and data management tools are part of the mix.
The cloud-based simulation environment will be used to test,
verify and validate the onboard software of their real-world test
vehicles and robot platforms.
The company will seek to do something unique, tapping into
Japan’s illustrious manufacturing tradition while introducing
Silicon Valley-style approaches to software development.
“The traditional waterfall approach to developing cars or
hardware doesn’t apply or scale well to software. Studies have
shown that agile, scrum-based software development is a
better way to build complicated software systems at scale.”
A roboticist by training and a former member of Waymo—
Google’s self-driving car project—more than a decade ago,
Kuffner’s challenge is to figure out how to build a “Toyota
production system for software.”
TRI-AD is set to launch its first product, Team Mate, in 2020.
“It will be the most powerful supercomputer on wheels that you
can buy, and the most complicated car Toyota has ever built.”
RISE OF THE MACHINES
Former Silicon Valley-based management consultant Masayuki
Ishizaki knows a thing or two about innovation and taking on
new challenges.

The reality is that every
automotive company is a
software company—they just
don’t admit or realize it yet.

AUTOMATION LEVELS

Defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers
Level 1

ASSISTED

Level 2

LIMITED

Level 3

CONDITIONAL

Level 4

HIGH

Level 5

FULL

The driver is in full control. Assist features
may include blind spot warnings, lane keeping,
2
and emergency braking.
The driver controls the vehicle and monitors
the environment. Acceleration and steering
may be automated.
4

Monitoring of the environment is not necessary,
but the driver must be prepared to take control.
The vehicle is autonomous under some conditions,
such as urban ride-sharing. The driver may
take control.
The vehicle is autonomous under all conditions
and can operate without the presence of a driver.

In 2016, he founded Ascent Robotics Inc., an AI software
venture based in Ebisu, one of the centers of Tokyo’s startup
ecosystem. Ascent is developing AI software that enables
machines—with a current focus on industrial robots and
vehicles—to be adaptive and responsive in their autonomy.
Given Japan’s labor shortages, the industrial robots the
company is powering with their software are intended to take
ever greater control of repetitive and subtle duties currently
performed by humans.
“Manufacturing isn’t just about routine work. There are
many subtle, detailed, or miscellaneous tasks that take place,
and that’s where labor shortage is,” Ishizaki explained. “Our
robot solutions will work side by side with humans, and
basically become additional labor.”
Such increasingly adaptive automated solutions, he argued,
will be used by large manufacturing companies, small and
medium-sized enterprises, and even startups for tasks such as
assembly, customer relations, and cooking.
Ascent’s self-driving environment, described as “an AI
environment to train AI,” will be able to create its own
simulated examples of driving conditions and teach itself
how to navigate them.
For Ishizaki, companies have little choice. If they are to
remain competitive, they must deploy adaptively autonomous

MASAYUKI ISHIZAKI

CEO Ascent Robotics Inc.
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ON DEMAND IN REAL TIME
When it comes to sharing, CASE in Japan is manifesting
itself in a number of ways. For mobility services provider Via
Transportation, Inc., on-demand ride-sharing has been their
entry into the market. The company has entered a partnership
with trading company Itochu Corporation and property
developer Mori Building Co., Ltd.
“We launched an employee shuttle in August 2018 and were
able to prove that people really did like the real-time, on-demand
concept—and we can do it legally,” CEO Cariann Chan told
The ACCJ Journal.
Called HillsVia, the on-demand shuttle service in Tokyo’s
Minato Ward allows Mori’s employees to hail rides between
the real estate giant’s properties using the HillsVia app, developed
and powered by Via Japan.
For Chan, the partnership with Mori made sense because the
realtor has for decades been at the forefront of innovations related
to lifestyle solutions, and that includes how people move around
their communities and to important transportation hubs.
Itochu’s investment in the partnership, meanwhile, will
leverage an understanding of user experience and the lifestyles
of Japanese customers.
To date, Via Japan has run four HillsVia shuttle vans—all highend Mercedes-Benz vans configured to carry up to six people.
Elsewhere around the world, Via works with vehicles of every
size, even larger double-decker buses.
MOBILITY ECOSYSTEM
In the era of CASE, automobile manufacturers are becoming
more digitalized. The challenge is how to manage the transition.
In Japan, the company is looking to expand its operations
across the country, including in rural zones where transportation

SHINGO EHARA

Director at Plug and Play Japan Mobility

TECH

technologies. Ascent’s simulation technology for autonomous
vehicles will start being integrated by car manufacturers in early
2020, and their AI for industrial robots will be on display
at iREX International Robotics Exhibition later this year at
Tokyo Big Sight.

HIDETOSHI ITO

Senior manager in Tokyu’s

town management and startup
promotion group

is lacking. Globally, Via has more than 80 launched and pending
deployments in nearly 20 countries, partnering with public
transport agencies, as well as bus and taxi companies, to provide
more than 60 million rides.
Often, large automobile companies rely on their own research
and development divisions or work with traditional partners in
the industry. Increasingly, however, they are entering partner
ships with startups via open innovation collaboration.
Plug and Play Japan, a startup incubator, is an open innovation
company facilitating such collaborations, said Shingo Ehara,
director at Plug and Play Japan Mobility. Located in Shibuya,
the company is bringing together mobility startups and large
companies such as Nissan Motor Corporation, Denso, and Aisin.
Plug and Play Japan Mobility made possible an ongoing
collaboration between NearMe, a Japanese carpooling service
startup, and real estate giant Tokyu Land Corporation.
Tokyu’s portfolio of companies includes offices, commercial
facilities, residences, and resorts.
“We’re working on three projects right now. One is for
autonomous driving testing in Kiminomori, a housing estate in
Chiba, which is ongoing. And we are planning a ride-pooling
collaboration with NearMe in Chiba, and proof of concept
experiments in Shibuya,” said Hidetoshi Ito, a senior manager
in Tokyu’s town management and startup promotion group.
His office is part of the business strategy department, a sector
of the company’s urban business unit.
In the upcoming collaboration between Tokyu and NearMe,
the real estate company will use the startup’s on-demand carpooling app to transport groups.
In this case, users will be able to take rides together to
Tokyu’s destinations outside the city, such as golf courses in
neighboring Chiba Prefecture.
CASE OPEN
Whether it’s a tech giant or an automobile goliath, an ac
claimed constructor or an aspiring startup, the argument
for CASE is stronger now than it has ever been. The upshot?
Companies across industries are jostling for position for fear
of missing out. n
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GO YOUR
OWN WAY
Lauren Kocher trades music
for her own path
By John Amari
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who backs away from a challenge. When it seemed
she was set to climb the music industry’s corporate
ladder, she stepped off, opened the startup parachute,
and cofounded a company.
Today, she is the chief operating officer at Zaiko PTE Ltd.,
which creates ticketing platforms for events. The platform can
be used by individuals, communities, and companies.
Looking back at her career, it isn’t obvious that her entre
preneurial journey would come so soon or that she would reach
a leadership role so early. And yet that is what she has done.
DESIRE TO LEAD
Was there a singular moment when Kocher decided she was
better off in a startup than a big company? Not really. Rather, the
once-in-a-blue-moon opportunity, as she saw it, to do something
new seemed right.
“In terms of what Zaiko is trying to do in the Asia market, the
timing couldn’t be better: That is, providing a platform for multi
lingual, white-labeled ticketing solutions that are data driven.”
And while her corporate life was largely enjoyable, Kocher
believes it is in the nature of large companies to be averse to
risk. For someone who likes a challenge, a startup seemed the
place to be.
“I felt that it was about time that I did something a little bolder.
And I really wanted to be in a role where I assumed greater
leadership—as in, running my own company.”
Is leadership, then, something she always wanted? It is.

ENTREPRENEUR

American Lauren Kocher is not the kind of person

“I think I’m well suited for it. But if you’re climbing the cor
porate ladder, you’re not likely to be in such a position until
much later in your career. I’ve always had a lot of drive to be the
boss. There’s a lot of ambition in there,” she confessed.
But is drive alone a sufficient explanation for a desire to
lead? Perhaps not. Kocher offered secondary, yet equally
important, explanations.
“I enjoy working in the entertainment industry—even
since that first job that I had. There are a lot of characters and
personalities in this world, so you don’t have to censor yourself.”
Sometimes aggression or a go-getter attitude is sometimes
rewarded in the entertainment industry, Kocher said, and as
there isn’t much by way of formality. Out-sized personalities
can thrive. “I love that.”
What’s more, there are a lot of female role models in the music
world—not just artists but also managers. It’s not surprising to
find women who are at the top of the game.
MAKING WAVES
Born in a small town in Indiana, about an hour outside Chicago,
Kocher attended the University of Chicago, where she majored
in Japanese and history.
Not long after graduation, she relocated to Japan and taught
English for a year. That was in 2008. She then transitioned to a
position at Kyodo Tokyo Inc., a company that promotes music,
including tours and concerts.
“They’re famous for bringing The Beatles to Japan, and they
promote anything—from concerts to dance—by international
and Japanese artists.”
At Kyodo Tokyo, Kocher worked as a general assistant
responsible for international artists visiting Japan. She also
assisted the company’s chairman.

PHOTO: MASANORI NARUSE
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“I was there for a couple of years, and that was my first
music industry job. It’s where I learned the basics.”
That said, Kocher, even then, was not afraid to go it alone. No
sooner had she dipped her toes in the corporate world than she
decided to become a freelancer.
“I was hired on interpreting jobs, especially for clients
in the music industry—for guests on television programs,
in corporate meetings, or acting as a chaperon for visiting
artists. A lot of production- and events-related work.”
On an ad hoc basis, she also supported Japanese music pro
duction companies. But when an old contact recommended her
for a position at Sony Music Entertainment Inc. which required
industry experience and bilingual Japanese–English ability,
Kocher took it.
“There was opportunity to do a lot of things outside the normal
album release, working on projects with international artists
such as One Direction,” she recalled.
In her position at Sony Music, where she worked in the cor
porate marketing division for six years, her tasks revolved around
business development and new ventures, and included rights
acquisition, merchandising, endorsements, and communitybuilding in Japan for domestic and international artists.
However, late last year, Kocher made the decision to leave
the corporate world once again, this time to cofound Zaiko.

Kocher spoke at the Music Matters conference in Singapore in 2018.

TICKET TO RIDE
Zaiko’s platform allows third parties to create their own ticketing
service. If you’re an event organizer, you can use it as a whitelabeled service, allowing you to create your own website with
customized branding.
“You get to control your data via our APIs and use our ana
lytics platform to understand your users or customers better.”
Instead of building an event, raising awareness, and billing
attendees—but passing that user base over to the platform
provider—Zaiko gives organizers control over customer and
user data.

Any small business is going to be difficult, as you
have to handle everything . . . I underestimated the
huge drain those tasks are on my productivity.
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Kocher gave a talk at Midem 2018, a gathering of the international B2B music market, held June 5–8 in Cannes, France.

Which leads one to ask: How does Zaiko generate revenue?
“When a customer buys a ticket, we charge a service fee on the
sale. But, unlike other companies, we give the event organizer
control over the size of the user fee,” she added.
Zaiko’s customers include media companies and organizers of
music festivals, as well as individuals and businesses organizing
private functions. Theaters, fan clubs, and social media influ
encers are also jumping on the bandwagon.

Any small business is going to be
difficult, as you have to handle
everything . . . I underestimated
the huge drain those tasks are on
my productivity.

DREAM WEAVER
Zaiko is still in its first year of business. That said, what’s
been the most rewarding part of cofounding a startup for
Kocher so far?
“Having the chance to create a company culture from scratch.”
Would she recommend taking the leap to anyone thinking
of creating their own company—especially those seemingly
set on climbing the corporate ladder?
“Any small business is going to be difficult, as you have to
handle everything— whether it’s purchasing office supplies,
cleaning, or providing customer support. I underestimated
the huge drain those tasks are on my productivity,” she said.

But that’s just the beginning. Startups need streams of funding
or revenue. However, the appropriate level of funding is rarely
clear. Seed funding never seems to be enough, and series fund
ing may compromise your ability to stay in control of the
company, she said.
“In Japan, specifically, there’s a ton of options for corporate
venture capital, but rarely do you get the access or synergy that
you are promised—and sometimes it’s the worst of both worlds.
“Potential clients know you have a big backer and distrust
you because of it. But that backer is only offering one-time
financial support and not driving business, sharing expertise,
or contributing to your bottom line.”
SHE WHO DARES
Kocher had a word of advice for women founders in particular,
urging them to know their worth.
“You do not need to wait for more experience before starting
your own company. You can do it now. Pretend you have all the
confidence in the world.”
Instead of trying to acquire more experience, she encouraged
women to gain more supporters. “Especially if you are younger,
you unfortunately won’t be taken as seriously by investors or
potential clients as others are. So, it’s good to have prominent
business people—respected in their fields—who are 100 percent
on your side and will help pull you up.”
And if you have moments of doubt? “Just ignore that feeling.
It’s the patriarchy talking.” n

Kocher ran an event at the historic Nippon Budokan in 2016.
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MARKET DISSOLVE
Digital commerce, aging hit Japan’s big chains
By Toshihiro Sato

Retailers and restaurants in Japan are shrinking
their chains as a combination of e-commerce and
population decline forces changes to business models
that had relied on constant new openings to drive
earnings growth.
The country now has just under 118,000 retail and restaurant
locations, down one percent from the total at the end of 2018, a
Nikkei analysis based on trade group data finds.
And the decline threatens to quicken as Japan catches up to
the United States, where once-proud chain stores are dying off
in the era of online shopping.
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CLOSING DOORS
“The retail industry as a whole is suffering from a glut of
stores,” said President Takashi Sawada of FamilyMart, under
FamilyMart UNY Holdings Co., Ltd.
Japan’s second-largest convenience store chain has cut
locations for two straight years.
Restaurants in Japan have decreased 2.4 percent, dropping
for the first time in three years, the Nikkei analysis shows.
Department stores are down 1.8 percent in an 11th straight
annual decline, while the number of supermarkets has fallen
0.3 percent.
The data sheds new light on the sector as demographic
changes push even its biggest players to make previously
unthinkable strategic shifts. Seven & i Holdings Co., Ltd., the

PARTNER CONTENT

parent of leading convenience store chain Seven-Eleven Japan,
is reconsidering its use of 24-hour locations as it slows net store
openings to the lowest level in four decades.
Convenience stores have barely grown, eking out a 0.1 percent
increase since the end of 2018, according to the Nikkei analysis,
which covers figures as recent as May.
REELING RETAIL
The data also includes four big companies that do not belong
to retail and restaurant trade groups publishing monthly store
counts: Uniqlo parent Fast Retailing Co., Ltd., rival apparel
chain Shimamura Co., Ltd., footwear seller ABC-Mart, Inc.,
as well as furniture and interior goods store operator Nitori
Holdings Co., Ltd. Together, these four companies managed
only a 0.6-percent increase in stores, failing to offset the
overall decline.
A study by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
shows that retail stores, including owner-operated businesses,
shrank nearly four percent between 2014 and 2016. Closings
have spread from small proprietors to big corporations.
Among restaurants, MOS Food Services, Inc. is trimming
its MOS Burger chain in Japan by one percent this fiscal year,
even as it moves into the Philippines.
As the value of existing stores declines, retailers are taking
bigger write-downs. Aeon Co., Ltd., Japan’s largest retail group
by sales, booked ¥62.7 billion ($578 million) in impairment
losses for last fiscal year, up around 30 percent on the year.
Impairment losses at companies with February book closings—
many in the retail and restaurant industries—totaled roughly
¥260 billion last fiscal year.
Uniqlo in Ginza

Has Japan Reached Peak Store?
(Number of locations at year-end)
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SOURCE: NIKKEI ANALYSIS BASED ON INDUSTRY DATA
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Seven-Eleven Japan is reconsidering its use
of 24-hour locations as it slows net store
openings to the lowest level in four decades.

MORE TO COME?
The situation is more dire in the United States, where
e-commerce accounts for a little more than 10 percent of the
retail market, compared with 6 percent in Japan.
Announced US retail store closings this year through early
June totaled 7,222, already surpassing the 5,864 recorded for all
of 2018, according to Coresight Research. Closures will reach
75,000 by 2026, forecasts Swiss-based multinational financial
services advisor UBS, which sees apparel hit hard at 21,000
locations, or 17 percent of existing stores. The United States is
said to have about four million retail establishments.
E-commerce penetration in Japan is expected to rise. As a
declining population erodes consumer spending and the labor
force, the country faces a threat of retail disruption more severe
than that seen in the United States.
There, the ability to adapt has made the difference between
such winners as Walmart Inc., which has rapidly built up its
online presence and turned its stores into fulfillment centers,
and bankrupt Sears.
Japan has seen moves that link online shopping with physical
stores to better reach consumers. Amazon Japan will start
offering groceries from supermarket chain Life in certain parts
of Tokyo by the end of the year, Nikkei has reported, and
demand for refrigerated lockers is up as more people have food
delivered to their homes. n

©2019 Nikkei Inc. Nikkei Asian Review is published
by Nikkei Inc. All rights reserved.
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MINISTRY OF FINANCE

SUSPICIONS OVER NEW
BANKNOTE DESIGNS

Japan policy updates translated
from Keizaikai magazine

MINISTRY OF LAND, INFRASTRUCTURE,
TRANSPORT AND TOURISM

GOVT ADVISES JR
OVER RAIL TROUBLES
In response to major problems related to the
operation of trains by East Japan Railway
Company (JR), the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
(MLIT) issued an atypical warning requesting
measures be taken to prevent recurrences.
Normally, the ministry does not take such
steps, but did so because the problems occurred
repeatedly before and during the extended
10-day Golden Week holiday and affected
a larger than usual number of travelers.
On April 28, the second day of the holiday
period, a power failure at the Shinyuzawa
substation in Niigata Prefecture halted trains
on the Joetsu Shinkansen Line, which con
nects Tokyo and Niigata, for nearly four hours.
The trains were jammed with tourists and
residents returning to their hometowns. The
outage affected an estimated 43,000 people.
The incident followed another major mal
function at Tokyo Station on December 30
that caused the cancellation of the Tohoku
Shinkansen, stranding some 230,000 holiday
travelers. And on February 25, an electric
cable rupture on the Chuo Line delayed
280,000, including students traveling to
Tokyo for university entrance exams.

Then, just two days before the Joetsu
Shinkansen incident, another failure
occurred. With so many major problems
happening in a short period of time, the
ministry felt that such a drastic warning
was justified.
A source within JR, unable to hide his
surprise at the ministry’s action, remarked,
“When a serious incident like a derailment
occurs, typically the Transportation Safety
Committee requests a report detailing the
causes and what policies would be taken to
prevent recurrence, but we’ve never been
confronted with this sort of advisory over
cancelled train runs.”
By May 4, JR advised the ministry
that it would work to improve training of
technicians assigned to the Shinkansen’s
power supply and also boost its moni
toring of train operations during busy
travel periods.
In a press conference on May 7, MLIT
Minister Keiichi Ishii expressed his
“true regrets to the users affected by the
malfunctions that occurred during a time
of peak demand,” and conveyed his hope
that JR management will respond with a
sense of urgency.
Another JR source said, “The measures
this time show that the ministry’s position is
also directed at the other railway companies.”
He mentioned that the steps taken by JR were
likely to include a revision of the manuals
used for recovering from mishaps. n

PHOTO: MINISTRY OF FINANCE

In a follow-up press conference after the
Cabinet meeting of April 9, Finance Minister
Taro Aso announced a complete change in the
designs of the ¥10,000, ¥5,000, and ¥1,000
banknotes, as well as the ¥500 coin.
The new notes are scheduled for issuance
in the first half of the 2024 fiscal year, but the
five-year interval between announcement
and circulation has raised some eyebrows.
The current notes were announced in 2002
and went into circulation within two years.
Many have questioned the motives behind
such an early introduction of the new
designs, suggesting it was intended to ride
the celebratory public mood between the
announcement of the new Reiwa era name
on April 1 and the ascension of Emperor
Naruhito on May 1.
Aso merely passed off the introduction
as “overlapping” the other events, but some
within the government and ruling party
have suggested that he may have intended
it as a sleight-of-hand “to conceal a failure”
on his part.
In the Fukuoka Prefecture gubernatorial
election on April 7, Kazuhisa Takeuchi—a
relative newcomer to politics who was
backed by Aso—was trounced by a margin
of nearly one million votes by the incumbent,
Hiroshi Ogawa.
Aso came under pressure to resign his
post as a senior consultant to the Liberal
Democratic Party in Fukuoka and expected
a barrage of questions concerning this from
the media at the April 9 press conference.
When he sprung the announcement of
the new banknotes, the distracted media
took the bait and did not ask about the
election defeat. As an unnamed source in
the government put it, “The newspapers’
front pages all carried photos of the new
notes, and TV news devoted half its time to
related news. So, Aso succeeded in diluting
reports on his flop in Fukuoka.”
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